Droplet barcoding: tracking mobile micro-reactors for high-throughput biology.
Droplet microfluidics has become a powerful analytical platform in biological research for conducting high-throughput screening in millions of discrete micro-reactors per hour. While the method facilitates faster and cheaper testing than conventional microtiter plates, the mobile nature of droplets makes micro-reaction tracking a notable challenge. To address this, researchers are developing a variety of tracking methods, ranging from organizing droplets into an index or labeling droplets with a barcode. The optimal tracking approach depends on the criteria for each specific application. Considerations include the requisite assay readout, throughput, droplet library size, reagent tracking and more. In this review, we summarize different strategies for droplet micro-reaction tracking and comment on promising future approaches in droplet barcoding. Topics range from indexing droplets by sequence or in an array, labeling droplets with barcodes, and reagent barcoding to track the input conditions in parametric screens.